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 Plot Thriller-mystery, school teacher is murdered and the culprit is not identified. So an ordinary villager Ramu (Nagarjuna
Akkineni) takes on the case, which reveals a power struggle between two gangs of criminals to grab the wealthy businessman’s
business in town and the opposing gang is led by 2 rival gangs of villains. Cast Nagarjuna Akkineni as Ramu Anushka Shetty as
Seetha P. Ravi Shankar as Ramesh (Ramesh Bhakshi) Ali as Lawyer Prabhas Sreenu Ahmed as Dr.Srinivasa Rao Mallikarjuna

Sharma as Chitti L. B. Sriram as Ilavarasu Surekha Vani as Thangam Geetanjali as Annapurnamma K. S. Janaki Ramya in
special appearance Soundtrack References External links Category:2012 films Category:Indian films Category:Telugu-language
films Category:2010s action thriller films Category:Indian action thriller films Category:Indian action films Category:Films shot

in Telangana Category:Indian remakes of South Korean films Category:Indian film remakes Category:Indian mystery thriller
films Category:2010s mystery thriller films Category:2010s Telugu-language filmsQ: Why would moving to the Netherlands be
better than moving to Australia for my career? I am about to graduate from university in Germany with a Bachelor in Computer

Science. I am currently employed as a senior software developer at a European company. My company is looking to move to
Australia for a new position, but I have been approached by my manager and also by HR at a company in The Netherlands. My

question is: Why would moving to The Netherlands be better than moving to Australia for my career? A: I assume that you
already have the university degree. This could be a degree from a non-English speaking country, like the Ukraine or Poland. If

the company in Australia does have some English language ability, then you need to start looking for other positions. If they
have the English language skills, they will be looking for someone with a European degree. If they do not have English language

skills, they will be looking for someone with an Australian 82157476af
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